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INDUSTRIAL OPTIMIZERS AT THIRTY

MP2 WORKSHOP AND CONFERENCE

HAYMARKET BY SCANDIC HOTEL

STOCKHOLM, 4-5 SEPTEMBER 2019

DAY 1 WEDNESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER 2019

9.30-10.15 Informal networking over coffee and pastries

10.15 Welcome remarks, Agenda

Tore Jenner, Chief Executive Officer; James Gardner, Business Development
Manager

10.25 Industrial Optimizers at 30 Years

Tore Jenner, Chief Executive Officer

11.30 MP2 Users in Conversation

A moderated interactive discussion with MP2 users on the challenges they face in the
transport planning process.

12.30 Networking Lunch

13.30 MP2 Clinic

User group and workshop specific to your sector led by our product specialists and
developers, including CTO Johanna Larsson and Software Quality Manager Steven
Clarke.

We will divide into separate groups for rail, bus, shipping and aviation. Share and
learn best practice. Ask questions of our experts, find out how industry peers use the
tool.

A chance to discover MP2 functionality included in your license that you might not be
aware of.

With a break for coffee at 15.30.

17.00 Break

An ideal opportunity to check in to your hotel room. Or have a pre-dinner drink with
our team.
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18.30 - late INDUSTRIAL OPTIMIZERS’ 30TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY

Drinks, buffet food, live music and networking at the Haymarket by Scandic hotel.

DAY 2 THURSDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 2019

9.00 Morning coffee and pastries

9.30 Connectivity: A Globalized World

Presentation by Tore Jenner followed by discussion.

That data, goods and people can be moved easily from A to B anywhere on our planet
is today considered natural. We seldom reflect on the technology that enables us to
share data or travel across the world in a short time. Until it fails. When a package is
lost, a phone call disconnected or passenger stranded half way, a connection has
failed.

But connections do not only come in the form of changing airplanes or transhipments.
Creating today’s transport chains requires that connections are made between the
data of all operators involved. For the chains to work, continuous connections
between everchanging schedules are necessary.

Industrial Optimizers has a proud tradition of optimizing connection networks and
also provides the connectivity tools to synchronize schedules, codeshares and slots
by means of messaging and scheduling services. All contributing to the ultimate goal
of transportation: connecting people.

10.50 Coffee break

11.10 Adventures and Struggles: Doing Business in Northern Europe from a Latin
American Perspective

Presented by Einar Holmen, Regional Business Development Manager for the
Americas

A somewhat tongue-in-cheek take on doing business across cultures.
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12.00 Networking Lunch

13.00 The Quest for the Optimal: Can you optimize everything?

Presentation.

A much-used word, but what does optimization even mean? Are we always using it
the right way? What are the limits of optimization? Are there are other techniques
and new technologies that can be used a compliment to optimization or instead of it?
What exactly is artificial intelligence and machine learning and where do they fit in?
How can optimization and other techniques be applied in the transport sector, are
there further areas that can be optimized?  With the word proudly implanted in our
company name, we’ve refined our optimization expertise over the course of three
decades. In this presentation, we will share some of our thoughts on our favourite
subject – as well as some other approaches.

14.00 Coffee break

14.20 Profitability Driven Scheduling

Presented by Tore Jenner, Emanuel Lind, Nishita Vegi, James Gardner.

Let profitability steer the schedule. Automated schedule generation can be a great
way to work out the best way to deploy your fleet or determine where to serve when
network planning. It puts forecast revenues and costs at the heart of the route
building process.

This  presentation will  explain  how clean sheet  scheduling can work in  practice in
multiple  transport  sectors –  and the benefits  it  can bring.  It  will  explore whether
approaches such as AI and machine learning can also be used in the quest for the
optimal route design.

Clean Sheet Scheduling is functionality is available in MP2.

14.50 Wrap up

Summing up the two days and a look into the future of Industrial Optimizers and MP2.

16.00 Optional Stockholm Sightseeing by Boat

An opportunity to see a little bit more of the Swedish capital, often referred to as “the
Venice of the North”,  from the water. The tour will  pass many of the landmarks in
Stockholm, a city built over multiple islands.


